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1. INTRODUCTION 
For any positive vectors 
(x) = (Xl , x.2, -*-, %J and (Y) = (rl ,yz9 *--,m>, 
and for any p, Q satisfying p > 1, l/p + l/q = 1, the inequality of Holder is 
(2 ,xiP)l:v (-$y”R)l’q 
‘2-l i=l 
2 21’ 
(1) 
XiYi 
i=l 
with equality if and only if the vectors (x”) and (yQ) are proportional, that is, 
xp = ryp, i = 1, 2, a**, n. 
The sign of inequality in (1) is reversed if p < 1, p # 0. 
The inequality (1) can be viewed equivalently as follows: For any given 
positive number c1 and any given positive vector (k) = (K, , K, , **a, k,), the 
inequality 
3 
1 
l/Q 
i=2 
(2) 
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holds for all positive (xZ , x3 , *.*, x,), with equality if and only if 
Cl1’ 
x.? zzz - ,f.‘l 
t kl” ’ ’ 
i = 2, 3, ‘.., N. (3) 
In Section II, for given positive (ci , ca , e-e, c,) and given positive 
(k, , k, , ma-9 k,), 0 < m < n, we determine the minimum value of 
l/P 
(2 cp + f; xdp) 
i=l i=m+1 
2 c,k, + 2 x,k, 
i=l i=m+l 
(4) 
for positive (xm+i , xm+s , a**, x,), and also determine the conditions on the xi 
under which the minimum value is attained. The Holder inequality (1) 
[or (2)] is the special case m = 1. 
For positive-variable inequalities, such as (2), that express lower bounds 
of ratios, there ordinarily is no finite upper bound if the ratio of the largest 
value of the variables to the smallest is not bounded. Investigations of upper 
bounds when the variables are restricted to closed and bounded positive 
domains have come to be identified with the name of Kantorovich. Thus, for 
positive (x) = (xi , x2 , ***, x,), the arithmetic mean u(x) and the harmonic 
mean h(x) satisfy the inequality 
44 > 1. 
h(lv)’ ’ 
the inequality of Kantorovich [l] is 
(5) 
provided 0 < A < xi < B < CO, i = 1,2, 0.e) n. The inequality (5) has 
been extensively generalized; see the reference list in [2]. In Section III, for 
0 < m < n, we obtain a Kantorovich upper bound for the ratio (4). 
Although we have restricted our attention to pairs of n-dimensional vectors, 
extensions might, of course, be given for any number of n-dimensional 
vectors, for infinite sums, and for integrals, paralleling the various contexts 
[3, 41 in which the Holder inequality is valid. 
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2. EXTENSION OFTHE H~LDER~NEQUALITY 
Let positive (cl, c2 , .--, c,) and (k, , K, , se-, k,) be given, 0 < m < II, 
and let p satisfy p > 1. For positive variables (x) = (x,+~ , x,+~ , em-, x,), 
consider the function 
(2 tip + $ XiP) 
l/P 
f(x) = i=l i==m+1 ’ 
3 c,k, + j$ xiki 
i=l i=m+l 
A computation gives 
where 
fj(x) = F = Z’(x)Qj(x), 
111 
(2 
Q + -j$ xiPf’p-l 
P(x) = ;=; 
i=m+1 ’ 
(x ciki + 2 xik,)’ 
‘i=l i=m+l 
Since P(x) > 0, we have fj(x) = 0 if and only if Qj(x) = 0, that is, 
.t”jp 
$$ tip + 2 xi* 
i=l i=m+l 
-= 
*jkj 2 c,k, + f, xiki 
i=l i=m+l 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Now by the theory of proportions, (10) holds for all j, j = m + 1, m + 2, 
..-, 11, if and only if 
x.p 3,’ 
L- i-1 
x3+ = 5 ’ 
j = m + 1, m + 2, *-., n. 
i-1 
(11) 
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Defining q by l/p + l/q = 1, we have p/Q - 1) = q, whence (11) is equiv- 
alent to 
kj’l, .j = m + I, wz + 2, ..., n. (12) 
Using a method analogous to that employed in [2], and noting that 
lim Qj(bV) < 0, 
ojpO+ 
lim Q,(X) = + co, 
zj-‘+= (13) 
we see that, for positive (x,,+~ , x,,,+~ , *em , x,), f(.~) has a unique minimum 
value at the point given by (12). 
For p < 1, p # 0, the left-hand members in (13) are interchanged, and 
therefore f(x) now has a unique maximum value at the point given by (12). 
We accordingly have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let positive (cl , c2 , a-*, c,) and (k, , k, , -**, k,) be given, 
0 < m < n, and let p, q satisfy l/p + l/q = 1. Then for p > 1, the inequality 
where 
’ 
i = m + 1, m + 2, *.., n, 
holds for all positive (x,+~ , x,,~ , *--, xJ, with equality if and only if 
xi = f< , i = m + 1, m + 2, *a*, n. (15) 
The inequality sign is reversed in (14) if p < 1, p # 0, again with equality if 
and only if (15) holds. 
The right-hand side of (14) is obtained by substituting from (12) [or (15)] 
into (6). 
For m = 1, (14) reduces to (2), and (15) re d uces to (3). Hence the special 
case m = 1 of Theorem 1 expresses Hiilder’s inequality. 
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3. KANTOROVICH INEQUALITIES 
For given A, B satisfying 0 < A < B < co, and for p > 1, we now 
investigate the maximum value of the function (4) for 0 < m < 12, subject 
to the constraints A < xi < B, j = m + 1, m + 2, .a*, 71. (Separate bounds 
Y& < xj < Bj could be treated, but the common constraint A < xg < B 
is natural for many physical applications, and it somewhat simplifies the 
discussion.) Note that we no longer assume that m > 0, but only that m >, 0. 
Without loss of generality, by rearranging the subscripts as necessary, 
we henceforth assume that 
k m+l<kn+z<.*.<kra. 
Noting that (9) can be written equivalently as 
(16) 
Qj(x) = (2 c,k, + f$ x,k,) .x:-’ - (2 CT + 2 xi’) kj,, 
‘i=l i=m+l ‘i=l i=rn+l 
ifj iFj 
which is linear in xp-l, we see from (7), (8), (9), and (13) that on the ray 
xj > 0, xi = const. > 0, i # j, the function f(x) decreases to a minimum value 
as xi increases from 0 to some xjO , and then increases as xi increases from 
xja to CO. Accordingly, in and on the closed and bounded hypercube 
A~xi~BB,j=m+1,m+2;.., IE, the functionf(x) takes on its maxi- 
mum value only at one or more of the vertices, where the xj = A or B. 
In a combinatorial search for such maximizing vertices (x,,+i , ~,,~+a , ..., xn), 
in considering vertices with h components xi = B and the remaining 
II - m - h components xj = A, 0 < h < n - m, it is sufficient to consider 
only those xi = B that correspond to the smallest k’s, namely to the values 
k m+1 9 km,, , . . . . kn+h , and thus to evaluate only the n - m + 1 expressions 
m 
[z: 
tip + hBp + (n - m - h) An 
&) = -I;’ 
1 
l!?, 
m+h 
-9 
2 c,k, + B 2 ki + A 3 ki 
h = 0, 1, ..., n - m. (17) 
i=l i=m+l i=m+h+l 
This observation is a simple consequence of the inequalities (16) and A < B, 
since 
ki < k,+j and A < B 
imply 
kiB + k,+,A < k,+,B + k,,4. 
For p < 1, p # 0, the argument is similar, but now on the ray xj > 0, 
xi = const. > 0, i # j, f(x) first increases and then decreases, whence we 
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conclude that in and on the hypercubef(w) attains its minimum value only 
at certain vertices. At such minimizing vertices, components of value .zj = A, 
rather than xj = B, are associated with the smallest values kj . 
We shall show analytically that the extremizing integer h = h, either is 
unique or is unique to within being an arbitrary one of two specific conse- 
cutive integers. Accordingly, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let positive (cl , ce , ..., c,) and (k, , k, , ..., k,) be given, 
0 ,( m < n, with k,,, < k,,,+:! < **. < k, . Let A, B satisfy 0 < ;2 < B < 00, 
and consider (x,+~ , x,,,+~ , .*. , x.,) constrained by d < xj < B, j = m + 1, 
m + 2, ..*, n. Then for any p > 1 there is an integer h, , 0 < h, < n - m, 
either unique or unique to within being an arbitrary one of two specific conse- 
cutive integers, such that 
(3 cil’ + $ xiyp 
ES1 i=m+1 
[2 
777 72 
c c,k, + 4 xiki G ‘ii 
tip + h,,B” + (n - m - h,) AY]“” 
rn +h, 
Cik, + B z ki + A 2 k< 
i= 1 i=m+l i=l km+1 i=m+ho+l 
(18) 
with equality if and only if h, components xj , corresponding to values k,+l , 
k m-+2 3 .**9 k tn+ho I satisfy xi = B, with the remaining xi = A. For p < 1, 
p f  0, the sign of inequality is reversed in (18), with A and B interchanged 
both in the inequality and in the conditions for equality. 
Any combinatorial search for the extremizing integer (or for the two alter- 
native extremizing integers) h, can be further expedited by the fact, esta- 
blished below, that in the set of values 0, 1, ..., n - m there is no interior 
h + h, at which there is a relative extreme value of v(h). Thus, for p > I, 
if the integers h, , h, satisfy 0 < h, < h, < n - m, and if rp(hJ < pl(hq), 
then h, > h,; but if p(hl) > I, then k, < h, . 
For an analytic approach to the determination of h, , we proceed, for 
p > 1, as follows. The function p(h) is given by (17) only for the integral 
values h = 0, 1, ..., n - m. Now for all real values h, 0 < h < n - m, the 
definition 
v(h) = 
[$ tip + hBIJ + (n - m - h) Ap]l”’ 
i=l 
$ciki f  B [‘“%“I ki + k,,r+[,,]+l(h - [hl)] 
i=l i=m+1 
’ (19) 
i 
n 
+ -4 1 c k; - k ra+[hl+l(h i=m+[/llil - PI)] \ 
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where [h] denotes the greatest integer not greater than h, subsumes (17) and 
extends q(h) continuously to the entire interval. 
For h # [h], that is, for h not an integer, in 0 < h ,< n - m, a computation 
yields 
4 
- = P(h) Q(h), dh (20) 
where 
P(h) = 
[$ tip + hBp + (n - m - h) AD]“‘-~ 
i=l 
I 
2 ciki + B T”%“’ ki + k,+[h,+l(h - PI,] 
i 
2 
i=l i=mt1 
and 
Q(h) = 1% c&i + B rrng’ ki + knt[~ltl(h - [hl)] 
i=l i=mtl 
+A[ z b--k mtp,+dh 
i=m+[h]+l 
- PI,] 1; P’ - 4 
- [$ tip + hBP + (n - m - h) AD] (B - A) km+Chltl . 
i=l 
A further computation gives 
(21) 
Q’(h) = - (BP - A=) (B - 4 km+[hl+l (1 -+, <o. (22) 
From (21) we have 
Q(j’) = (2 ciki + B “% ki + A 2 
i=l i=mtl i=mtj+l 
ki) $ (B” - A=) 
m  
- 
E i=l 
cjp +jB” + (n - m -j) AP] (B - A) k,+j+l 
forj = 0, 1, *a*, n - m - 1, and 
Q(j-) = (2 ciki + B mg ki + A 
i=l i-m+1 
2 ki) $-(B” - AP) 
i=m+j+l 
- [$ CUP +jB” + (n - m -j) A’] (B - A) k,+j 
61 
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for j = 1, 2, .a., n - m. Therefore 
;” (B ~- --I) (k,,,;,i.+l ~ k,,+j) < 0 (23) 
for i = 1, 2, .a., n - m - I. \Ve adjoin the definitions 
Q(O-) = c ;xi, Q((n - m)f) = - ‘x), (24) 
so that, by (23) and (24), the inequalit! 
ocj+> - O(i-) < 0 
holds for all integers j = 0, 1, ..., n. 
(25) 
It follows from (22) and (25) that, for O- ,( h < (rz - m)+, Q(h) is strictly 
decreasing, from Q(O-) = + co to Q((n - m)+) = - co, being continuous 
at nonintegral h and having nonpositive jumps at integral h. Therefore there 
is a unique h*, 0 < h* < n - m, that is either (i) a nonintegral solution of 
Q(h) = 0 or (ii) an integer for which 8(/z-) 3 0 and Q(h+) < 0. Because of 
the possibility (ii), we shall use quotation marks in stating that h* is a “solu- 
tion” of the equation Q(h) = 0. 
Since P(h) > 0 for nonintegral values h, it thus follows from (20) that, in 
0 < h < n - m, v(h) has a unique maximum value at h = h*. 
For p < 1, p f  0, the analysis is similar, mutatis mutandis, with the roles 
of the smaller value A and the larger value B interchanged. 
We thus have the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let positive (cl, cl, ..., cm) and (k, , k, , *.., k,) be given, 
0 < m < n, with krhfl < km+2 d ..* <k,.LetA,BsatisfyO<A <B < CO, 
and consider (.Y~+~ , x,,~+~ , *a., x,) constrained by A < xj < B, j = m + 1, 
m + 2, e-1, n. Thenfovanyp>l, 
vi 
[C 
Q + fl*BP + (n - m - h*) Ap]“’ 
__-----~- 
’ 12 ci$‘+ B r3” ki + k,+[h*,+l(h - P*l)] 1 ’ 
i=l i=m+1 
(26) 
+ A [ 2 ki - kmtrvlcl (h 
i=,n+[h']+l 
- lh*H] j 
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where [h*] denotes the greatest integer not greater than h*, and h* is the unique 
L‘solution” of the equation 
L?(h) = 0, O- < h < (n - m)+, 
in which 
Q(O-) = + 00, Q((n - m)+) = - co, 
and otherwise 
Q(h) = $$ c,k, + B rf$’ 4 + hz+[h]+l(h - PI)] 
2-l i=m+l 
- [e tip + hBp + (n - 1-n - h) AU] (B - A) k,n+~hI+l , 
i=l 
O<h<n-m. (27) 
The sign of equality holds in (26) if and only if h* is an integer and h* compo- 
?lents xj ) corresponding to values k,,, , k,,, , *a*, k,,+h*, satisfy xj = B, 
with the remaining xi = A. For p < 1, p # 0, the sign of inequality is reversed 
in (26), with A and B interchanged in (26), in (27), and in the conditions for 
the sign of equality to hold in (26). 
The h, of Theorem 2 is equal to the h* of Theorem 3 if h* is an integer; 
otherwise, h, is one or both of the two integers nearest h*. Thus, if h* = [h*], 
then h, = h*; but if h* # [h*], then h, = [h*], [h*] + 1, or both, according 
as di?*l) > dP*l + I), d[h*l) < dP*l + I>, or d[h*l) = dh*l + 1). 
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